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This scientific-popular book gives a detailed information about activity signs 
(tracks, scats, dens, other shelters, grooming spots, marking, feeding remains 
etc.) of  mammals in the European forest zone. The materials, skills and 
knowledge for the book were gradually gained by the author during almost 
40 years in Naliboki Forest in the central-western part of  Belarus and in 
Paazierre Forest in the northern part of  Belarus. After the short Introduction 
(Chapter 1), mammal activity signs are represented for various ecological 
situations. These items compose Chapter 2. Chapter 3 gives basic activity 
signs for the whole mammal species diversity in the European forest zone 
including both native and exotic species.
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Chapter 1. Introduction
There are already quite a lot of  books like 
a mammal track atlas or guide for Europe. 
I faced and read more than twenty of  
them in English, Russian and other lan-
guages. Structures of  such books are al-
ways similar. In species-related items there 
are mainly tracks (footprints and hoof-
prints) represented with photos and draw-
ings with their description and 
distinguishing features. But there are 
plenty of  other sings of  mammal activ-
ities (dens and other shelters, various ter-
ritorial marking, signs of  feeding etc.), 
and they are usually described a little in 
such a book. Even tracks are usually 
shown as freshly printed on an ideal sub-
stratum, whereas mammal amateurs and 
researchers face with a great variety of  
substratum. Moreover, they face old 
tracks that can be a lot changed by 
weather, which should be identified, too. 
These two shortcomings make track 
guides hard to use in the reality. No words 
about many mistakes in such books, in 
particular in items that relate mustelids 
and wolf.   
I published such kind of  mammal track 
guides, too. Doing them I tried to avoid 
all above-mentioned disadvantages: mis-
takes in the distinguishing traits of  the 
species tracks, low diversity of  activity 
signs, low variety of  substratum and ab-
sence of  weathered tracks. However, 
nowadays after gaining more experience 
I see that materials given in track book of  
such species-item structure is anyway 
hard to use in the wild. The main problem 
that in the wild you face with an ecologi-
cal situation in which mammal species 

were involved, but not with the species it-
self. It is a particular ecological situation 
that can already suggest which species of  
mammals you deal with. In this case 
species identification of  activity signs may 
be easier. So, such track book should be 
mainly related to various ecological situ-
ations, whereas species-related items 
should be as something additional. Here 
it is worthwhile to notice that the first 
track book I learnt in my beginning was 
just like that. That track book (‘Sputnik 
sliedopyta’, in Russian) was written by 
great Russian ecologist Nikolaj Formo-
zov. Although it doesn’t encompass all 
main ecological situations and all Euro-
pean mammal species, but it is still one of  
a kind. 
So, I tried to take into account all the 
mentioned shortcomings. The book is 
fairly big, it’s more for investigating, than 
looking through on the go. I attempted to 
consider the trend that in the modern 
world people read less and less and ha-
bituated to look through images. Ho-
wever, some track-based methods given 
in the book have much text anyway. 
Showing the diversity of  mammal activity 
signs, I gravitated to show mammals 
themselves when they are leaving diverse 
activity signs and acting in the various 
ecological situations. Perhaps, the book is 
not for early beginners, as I deliberately 
omitted very early track knowledge. Also, 
I avoided to deal much with exact figures 
of  track dimensions, because they are so 
variable depending on substratum on 
which they were printed.  
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(184-208) On these and following pages you see dif-
ferent mammal species of  the prey and predator 
levels visit and groom in open ground (basically sand) 
spots.



22

(57-62) Lynxes are on an elevated point on fallen trees watching openly.
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